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ToyaZZ whom it may concern : 
Be it known that I, WILLARD E. Swirl‘, a 

citizen of the United States, resldlng at 
‘' Worcester, in the countv of Worcester and 
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts, have in 
vented a new and useful Improvement in 
Toilet-Paper Packages, of which the follow~ 
ing is a speci?cation, accompanied by‘ draw~ 
ings forming a part of the same, in Wl’l1Cl1-— 

‘Figure 1 represents aperspective' view of 
one of my improved toilet paperv packages. 
Fig. 2 is an end view.‘ Fig. 3 is a‘ perspec 
tive view@ showing the cardboard reinforce-z 
ment-of the package turned at right- angles ' 
to the @under side of the package in position 
for insertionv in a cabinet. Fig. 4 isa dia 
grammatic view illustrating the method of 
folding the sheets of paper to form the pack 
age. Fig. 5 is a sectional view of a cabiP 
net designed to hold my improved package. 

Similar reference characters refer to simi~ 
lar parts in the di?'erent‘views. 
My present invention relates to that class 

of toilet paper packages inwhich the sheets 
‘of paper are folded lengthwise at their cen 
ter ‘with the folded half'of each sheet in 
closed in the folds of the contiguous sheets so 
that when one sheet is drawn from the cabi 
net by its edge, the edge of the next succeed 
in sheet will also be withdrawn from the 
ca inet in position to be seized by the hand. 
The objects of my invention are to pro 

vide an improved method of applying bands 
to inclose the package; to enable the bands 
to be retained in place until the package has 
been inserted in a toilet cabinet; and alsoto 
provide means to facilitate the insertion of 
the edge of the lowermost sheet throu h a 
slit in the cabinet, and these objects ac 
complish in the‘ manner hereinafter de 
scribed and pointed out in the annexed 
claims! ' ‘ v 

Referring to the accompanying drawings 
1 denotes a package of folded “toilet paper 
shown imperspective view in Fig. 1, which 
.represents one of my improved packages, 
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and the top side of the ?gure represents the 
lowermost side of the package when the 
same isinserted in the cabinet. i The several 
sheets are folded at their centers length 
wise, with the folded‘ half of'each sheet in 
closed within the folds of‘ the next contigu 
ous sheet, as represented in diagrammatic 
view in Fig. 4, in which the upper half 2 of 
the lowermost sheet is folded over the lower 

half 3 of the second sheet, ‘and the upper half 
4 of the second sheet is folded over the lower 
half 5 of the third sheet, and so on through 
out the package. The outer edge of the 
lowermost sheet is folded over to form a 
narrow flap 6 which is pasted to one edge of 
a‘ cardboard reinforcement 7, which is stiff 
enough to .be conveniently'inserted through 
a. slit 8 in the bottom of the cabinet 9. The 
paper bands 10 are then wrapped around the 
package, with the ends 11 and 12 pasted to 
opposite sides of the cardboard reinforce 
ment. The cardboard reinforcement is then 
folded flat against one side of the. package 
.for convenience in handling the package. 
The bands 10 are weakened by a row of 
transverse perforations 13 in alinement with 
the edge 14 of the cardboard reinforcement. 
In inserting the package in the toilet cabi 

net 9 the hinged cover 15 is raised and the 
package inserted, with the side provided 
with the cardboard reinforcement down~ 
ward, and with the cardboard reinforce 

' ment suspended beneath the package at right 
angles thereto, as shown in Fi s. 2 and 3. 
The lower edge 16 of ‘the car board rein 
forcement is entered in the slit8 of the cabi 
net and'pushed through the bottom of the 
cabinet by pressing the package downward. 
When the package rests upon the bottom of 
the cabinet a weight 17 is placed on the top 
of the package to hold the package in con 
stant contact with the bottom of the cabinet 
as the lowermost sheets are successively 
withdrawn. A forcible pull upon the pro 
jecting cardboard 7 will sever the inclosing 
bands 10 on the lines of the perforations 13, 
allowing the lowermost sheet to be drawn 
through the slit 8 by its attachment to the 
cardboard 7. As the upper half 2 of the 
folded lowermostsheetis withdrawn through 
the slit 8, the edge of the lower half 3 of the 
second sheet will also be withdrawn through 
the; slit and left suspended belowthe bottom 
of the cabinet far enough to be seized by the 
operator. , . 

I am aware that the method of reentering 
the individual sheets of paper to form a 
package so that the withdrawal of one sheet 
will expose the edge of the next succeeding 
sheet, is not new. I am ‘also aware that 
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such. folded packages have heretofore been - _ 
fastened by means of inclosing bands or 
wrappers for convenience 1n transmission. 
Such folded packages, however, have re 110 



>quired'the'loos'ening of the Band's: ofi?cloe v 
ing wrapger before the package‘ ewes/(insert; 
ed - t- _ 

' ’ loosenedthe folded sheetsend' inedethe ‘ma-‘3 
5 "%ulation of the folded package di?icult. 

an 
. means‘ of my 7 

> b C arenot loosene for the'l'felease of the 
' . folded paper; sheets‘ after the package 

‘has placed vin position; andgtheedge of 
' 10 the? ?rst ‘ or jloWetm'ost-‘r sheet‘! ' ro‘ect'ed 

through the-‘781K111; the cabinet. . ‘?e; ands 
ar'e‘then severed )by; Le: abt ~_ of Withdrawing 
the sheet, l'zl‘rhéfinséi'tion inf. the‘ edge 0 I 

‘ ~ the sheetin the ‘s'litipf- thefoabinet is also, 
11'5- mademuoh easier {by-"$11G emiiloyin‘ent "at the >. 

cerdhoardifeinfoifcement.‘ ~ l. , _~i we 
f'Ic1aim,f_ ' " " ' 

~ ' A toiletq 

' folded sheets. 0 
eckege', a'comp?éing he: 

“'i'vgjo tetiad atteohed tat‘ ltsthe, edge of?‘ t 

. we?” 

I ‘material. 1 

resent invention the" ; 

'fin'elosing the package havinig 
'to the attached ,edge of sai sti?'strip, said 

paper,“ a strip ‘of stiff mm , 

5 _ of ‘said ' interfolded' sheets and at’ the 
‘center of one side ofthe “ackage, and a band 
g-iinolesingthe packa e aving -1ts ends _at~ 
Ttached' to opposite si “es-of-seid strip of sti? 

"12’; toilet ackege, comprising ‘inter 
diolded sheets ofppap'er, a; stri of stl?vmate 
"tiel'attaehed; at its edge. to ' e ed‘ e ‘of one 
f-oflsaisiinterfoldedlsheets and at t e‘cen‘ter. 
fof voneof the ‘sides of the package,v a band 

bend having‘tran'svers'e weakened lines'ad 
ij'acent toiits attached ends and on opposite 
sides of-Said strip‘of stiff material. ,7 . 

I‘ ,1- Datedi-this third day of February 1910; f_ . 
q». ,. Q EL ‘SWIFT, 

" Witnesses: _, ' ‘ ‘ ' . 

Commnmcn, ’ 
, :NEILIE‘WHALEN, 

its ‘ends united ‘ 
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